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A Bound Edition 
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Friends are the fringe benefit of the campus. There, embedded in the 
by John Wengler activism. Every group has its Alicia concrete, the caps to the lake water 

Diehls, Car] Bellows, and Betsy Priems mains from Mendota act as milestones 
Upon their graduation, Wisconsin  -- people to be fondly remembered. _ for shuffling feet. But now as a gradu- 

Engineer editors receive bound Staff friendships differ from de facto ate, I concentrate on the horizon and 
volumes of the issues during their dorm relationships because there only see “Lake Water” on these title 
tenure. On the binder the graduate’s exists a common interest and goal. blocks, not on city blocks. A person 
name, title and year are stamped in Such solidarity is rich soil forcomrad- _ needs a full perspective to move For- 
gold print. Though these bound edi- ery and can well sustain ties even as ward -- Wisconsin’s motto -- and to 
tions are held dear, the WE’s impres- “alumni”. appreciate the past. 
sion upon the seniors is far more im- But stressing the professional and Ironically, this column and summer 
portant than their names stamped on social aspects of getting involved is a issue will not be included in my bound 
the cover. trap. A trap to catch freshman’s atten- _ edition. But the memories and expe- 
Working for any campus organiza- tion. A trap to ignore a less tangible rience from being active in Madison 

tion is an experience in growth, an but equally important benefit--ma- will long influence my life, as they 
investment of one’s resources. The stu- _turity. would any graduate. The trick behind 
dent’s creative energy undergoes @ = ———— achieving such organizational nirvana 

phase change into productive on is to choose carefully one’s extracur- 
It’s much harder to do this in a class- . ricular tonic before striving under its 
room. Extracurriculars introduce Clubs can become a social influence. 
students, often for the first time, tothe meanstoa professional end. 

office-type cooperative efforts basic to Retraction and Apology 
the “real world.” - Inthe February “Lake Water” column 

Companies understand the value of Group involvement increases the I wrongly state that the Chi Epsilon 
active experience; interviewers often chance to expose one’s weaknesses and Civil Engineering Honor Society used 
look for those graduates who won't strengths. Criticism and praise erodes a beer stein as one their T-Shirt logos. 
require additional training to work in the silt of high school arrogance, allow- What I had remembered was a pro- 

a group. ing the collegian to make an honest posed design which was never used by 
inventory of his or her true desires the group. 
(and the skills to meet these dreams). In addition to the written apology 

The title “Lake Water” symbolized sent to them, I would again like to 
: to me what the downcast eyes of a apologize to the Chi Epsilon members, 

Companies understand the freshman will see while sulking about advisors, and alumni. o 
value of active experience; 
interviewers often look for 
those graduates who won’t 
require additional training to 
work in a group. 

ai <x 
oS 

Often club experience dominates \ 
one’s resume. Many former WE Qe we 
staffers (including myself) owe our \ \ xe S _ 
jobs to the WE’s impression upon our a Dr x _—— 
employers. It’s also no coincidence that \ = Sy ——— 
many career minded students hold \ = 3 ! ——a 
leadership roles in their respective oS Ny Ww he 
professional groups. LON =e: 

Another aspect of groups is the sheer YY S 
joy of being involved. Clubs can become NZ 
a social means to a professional end. Z 
Working ina group adds in learning to 

deal with people, an invaluable skill to Graphic ach 
any professional. 
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The Domino Thesis 
aT a a 

He was struck down by a girl, and he struck back at the world. 

by Scott Paul an easy way out. He knew people who Thank goodness for Cheryl. She was 
studied their buns off for this class, but the only thing that made the whole 

ta: ci ‘ were still failing it. situation at least bearable. 
“Since the Stonehenge was built over Some of last year’s class projects Dale didn’t feel like heading home 

four thousand years ago during the adorned tall shelves around the right away. The warm dusty afternoon New Stone Age, it is reasonable to Gramped lecture hall. Someone named _air was calling to him. He wandered assume that the natives must have had Gracie Murdock had made a paper off the road and headed off cross coun- 
some form of sophisticated assistance. mache replica of the Parthenon in _ try over the Salisbury Plain. 
Perhaps the ancients were even aided Athens. Gracie had received an A The Stonehenge had always been a 
by intelligent beings from another minus for her artistic efforts. Suddenly _ special place for him. It was only a few world. Most of the class was eating up that B minus didn’t look so final. A kilometers from his home and he came 
Professor Beanly’s lecture, but Dale strong A on this project might give here often when he needed to get away 
Pumberton squirmed in his seat. him an A minus in the course. On the for awhile. It was a great place to 
Beanly’s off-the-wall theories made way out of class Dale signed up for the think. He climbed up onto the altar 
him want to barf. Last week Beanly term paper option. stone and watched the shadows. had tried to get his Ancient History 
class to believe that the pyramids of Graphic by Alicia Dieht 
Egypt were constructed for the pur- 
pose of focusing cosmic rays. 

Dale let his attention wander away p ‘ eS 
from the podium. There were too many is y i 2 
Liberal Arts majors in this class, he | AY r i i] 
decided--not enough engineers. But he , 7 — —__ i | 5 . yy 5 BOTT had figured this would be the case \ i IK 5 =e <7 __ Co 
when he signed up for the course. It Rha’ 29 —S—— = Sar yp H 
was a four credit blow-off class he took i — Sy 
in order to boost his grade point and to See 
fulfill his Liberal Arts requirement. 
Unfortunately Professor Beanly was a 
poor lecturer and not worth paying He waited for Cheryl to make an No one was sure what the Stone- 
attention to, so Dale was getting a B appearance after class, when she didn’t henge was used for, but most agreed 
minus in the course. show after a few minutes he decided that it was some sort of Druid temple. 

He also decided that Beanly was an that she must have had to run some He thought of Professor Beanly and his 
idiot for not realizing that you didn’t — errand. Dale started walking home. absurd theories and wondered if the 
need to have a lot of fancy pants alien He shuffled along the dusty road and Druids ever practiced human sacri- 
technology to build something really cursed his fate. Wiltshire College fice. It was a pleasing thought. 
big, just careful planning and sound — wasn’t much of a school; a large num- At one time the Druids used the 
methods. Some ideas came tomindand __ ber of girls went there to get trained so Stonehenge as a calendar of sorts. By 
he began sketching in his notebook. they could work in offices. It didn’t sighting across certain stones they 
His notebook contained two pages of have much ofan engineering program could determine the seasons. Dale 
Ancient History notes from the semes- either, but it was all Dale could afford. thought it was kind of silly to carry 
ter, and thirty-seven pages of assorted His job at his father’s hardware store forty ton blocks from a hundred kilo- 
doodlings. barely covered expenses at Wiltshire. meters away just to be able to tell when 

Professor Beanly was about to say And with the way the economy was itis getting cold out. But who are we to 
something important. Dalesensed this going lately there was no way that his question the wisdom of the ancients. 
instinctively and riveted his attention _ father was going to be able to send him From the center of the prehistoric 
to the podium. “For students not wish- off tooneof the really good universities. monument be watched the sun set. 
ing to take the finalexam wearegoing — Like itor leave it, Dale thought. There’s In an astronomy class Dale had 
to offer the term paper option. Any no way I’m going to get out of this pit. learned that each year the sun sets a 
student who decides to do some sort of He hoped that if his grades were little more to the north each year. If this 
research project and write it up can high enough he might be able to wina is true then the Stonehenge didn’t even 
submit that fora final grade insteadof fellowship to one of the big universi- work well as a calendar any more. He 
taking the exam.” ties. It took a long time to sink in that figured that someone ought to realign 

How typical of Letters and Science no one gave fellowships to Wiltshire them and fix it. No one would though, 
courses, Dale thought. There’s always graduates. It just didn’t happen. it has too much value as a historical 
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relic since it is very old. Big fat hairy ces and now she wants to know ifthey — supplies, he planned to have them back 
deal, thought Dale as he walked home can still be friends. “Sure,” he said. where they belonged by dawn. Fifteen 

alone in the dark. “Why not? He walked awkwardly pulleys weren’t quite enough for what 
Dale sat eating his lunch under the back to his tree and sat down to finish he had in mind, but he could rig the 

shade of a large oak tree in the com- his sandwich. He chewed one bit for empty rope spools as a final touch. 

mons area of Wiltshire College. He was about a minute before he dared turn The plains were quiet, and the dark- 
halfway through his second peanut — around and look. Cheryl was gone. ness was broken only by the plowing 
butter sandwich when Chery] finally Dale sat at the old wooden desk inhis wedge of his headlights. With an utter 
popped out of the music building. The bedroom. He had been trying to figure — jack of reverence characteristic only of 
sandwich stuck in his throat; she was out what his destiny would be, buthad ghouls and heartless young women he 
talking to another guy, Charles Guild- finally reached the conclusion that his drove over the grass and right up to the 
ing. fate would only be found by actually — aneient historical relic. Before setting 

Charles had money, good looks, and —-g0ing out and finding it; it could never ty work he looked over a set of dia- 
charm. His reputation as a ladies man be predetermined. And on that note he grams one more time. “The Destruc- 
was such that one might think that he resolved to go out into the world and tion of Ancient Historical Architecture 
was a prince or something. Dale meet his destiny--just as soon as this of Immeasurable Value by Primitive 
calmed himself. Perhaps they just had semester was over. Perhaps he would — Means” was the name of the Project he 
a class together. Don’t do anything _ Join the Peace Corps. ; _ had decided to submit for a final grade 
rash, he told himself. Eventually Dale’s overactive brain in Professor Beanly’s stupid Ancient 

He put on a face of iron reserve and turned itself to the problem of what to History class. 

marched to the stairs. “Hello Cheryl,” do as a final project for Beanly’s An- The most difficult part of the project 
he said stiffly. cient History course. Anything to get was getting the ropes attached prop- 

“Oh, hello Dale,” said Chery] at her Cheryl off his mind. Hedoodled around — gyly. He would often have to throw a 
classiest. “Would you excuse me a mo- for at least a half hour until an idea rope over the top of one of the great 
ment Charles. I must speak to Dale.” finally coalesced into clarity. Within stone crosspieces, climb to the top, then 

“Most certainly Cheryl,” he said. He an hour he had worked out most of the work his ropes into position and secure 
gave a slight, but still exaggerated details. them. This process took nearly three 
bow and stepped to the side of the It was just dark when Dale took the hours. 

building. keys to the families beaten up jeep. “I'll It didn’t take nearly as long to string 
Anxiety returned in short tight be over at Cheryl’s,” he said to his yp the pulleys. One bulky arrange- 

waves. Dale wanted to barf. His in- mother who was in the living room ment of pulleys went behind each rear 
stincts told him that all was not well in watching television. wheel. The flash of his camera wasn’t 
the world. “Have fun,” she called. “And don’t bright enough to let Dale take a pic- 

“It’s about us Dale. Things just aren’t stay out too late. ture of his handiwork. Too bad, some 
like they used to be between us. The “Okay mom. See you later.” Dale photos would have been a nice touch. 
magic just isn’t there when we're to- paused for a moment. then ran up to No matter, photos or not, this was still 

gether any more.” She watched Dale his room and dug his camera out ofa an “A” project. 
patiently. dresser drawer. Finally Dale Pumber- He put the jeep in low gear and 

Dale had never understood what she ton was off to meet his destiny. tightened up the slack. The use of a 
meant by “magic”, but he did under- The lights were off inside the Pum- —_ jeep could be justified by noting that 
stand what it was like to be alone and bleton Hardware store as Dale drove twenty men could lift the jeep; and 
lonely in the world. If he lost Chery! he past it. He pulledthejeeparoundtothe — sinee he did not have twenty menat his 

knew he would be destroyed forever. back. He was kind of worried that the disposal it would be fair to use just one 
“Do you really think so?” is what he police might come around and ask little old jeep instead. 
said. bothersome questions while he was He poured on the gas. The pulleys 

“T just think I need to meet some new entering the store, but it went without — popped and squeaked and the first of 

people and try new things.” a hitch. He found four five hundred the forty ton boulders moved. Encour- 
“I could take you scuba diving,” Dale foot spools of nylon rope of varying aged he floored it, but the wheels spun 

smiled weakly. thicknesses. It would suit his purposes. gut and he lost traction. “Damn stupid 
“That's not what I mean,” she said. “I He loaded them into the jeep. The pul- excuse of a car!” he cursed. He backed 

mean we can still go out--as friends, leys he was after were harder to find, yp and moved over a fresh piece of 
but I just don’t think we should be so but he managed to dig out fifteen 3- grass, 

serious all the time. Do you under- wheel pulleys from the cluttered stock- The system of pulleys multiplied the 
stand? Can we still be friends?” room. One day he would go back and _ force supplied by the jeep twenty times. 

In less than a minute she had torn clean that place up, but not tonight. This time the huge block gave way--it 

apart his world into infinitesimal pie- He wasn’t actually stealing those toppled forward. Dale had left about 
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Pumberton had eseaped from prison in 
‘ \ a hang glider he made from plastic 

A garbage bags pilfered from the peni- 
a P } a tentiary’s kitchen. Dale Pumberton, a ns. Lopes! | < the man with a purpose, the man who 

5 Le >>. : “s TN had found his destiny, the man without 
= i A. N a girlfriend, the world’s greatest van- 
a gg. 2 dal, was on the prow] again. 

ia | ji J SJL Last week a mysterious under- 
% _acaie a z ground explosion in India had des- 

Sa — “i ; troyed most of the Taj Mahal. What 
™ Graphic by Alia Dhl ~—-s Would be next? All around the world 

eight feet of slack between boulders. years in prison. The government had countries were doubling or tripling 
As one fell it yanked another from its no intention of collecting the two bil- _ security at great monuments of histor- 

ancient resting place. It worked per- lion pounds; the fine was giventodeter _ ical significance announcing that “Our 
fectly,inlessthanaminutenotasingle others from committing similar heritage is what makes us great. With- 
stone was left standing. The dust set- crimes. out a past we have no future. No cost is 
tled slowly in the cool Brittish night. Dale pointed out that there was only too great to protect our greatest ac- 
The prehistoric monument to fallen oneStonehengeand that they wouldn’t complishments from one who would 
gods had itself fallen at the hands of | havetoworry aboutsomeone wrecking destroy all that we are.” 

one angry young teenager. it again. Dale should have saved his Egypt, however, was one country 

Ifeverything else should gowrongin — breath;thejudgeremainedinhumanly _ that did not increase security about its 
his life at least he could have the satis- unsympathetic. national monuments. “It is not in the 
faction of knowing that he would make But what jail can hold a man who © nature of a pyramid for it to fall over,” 
the history books--the man who toppled can tear down Stonehenge in just four stated one top official. 

Stonehenge. hours? Six months after his conviction The killer of history remains at 

Dale felt like crap when he woke up. the news media announced that Dale _ large. oO 
But this was nothing new, as far as 
Dale was concerned morning was 

made for feeling crappy. He staggered 
down the stairs and fixed himself a 
bow! of cornflakes. RHODES 

His mother walked into the kitchen. \y 
“Did you catch the news this morning? U Ss 
Stonehenge fell over last night. It just NIVER ITY 

came over the television. Imagine TRAVEL 
that.” 

Dale didn’t look up from his corn- 

flakes. “Imagine that,” he replied. Our special payment plan is specifically designed for business 
“Why would anyone want to knock travel and interviews. 

over Stonehenge for goodness sake?” featuring 
she asked while pouring herself a cup 
thot estteen Purine » | APOLLO COMPUTERIZED SERVICE 

“Because it’s there,” he mumbled. pecialiging in Across from Union South 
“What's that?” She looked at him. 1300 West Johnson 
“T don’t know,” he said. Corporate Accounts - Students 

Professor Beanly never got around - Professors - General Public 255-44 52 

weet. After lookgue at st he turned a | Filly Appointed to Represent tel ni 
over to the sit OES who promptly All World-Wide Airlines . Memorial Union 
had Dale Pumberton arrested on char- Ao an ' Ral - Steamship 800 Langdon Street 
ges of vandalism. The case was given otel - Motel - Groups 
worldwide publicity, of course; and so P 256-2563 

Dale Pumberton had left his footprints 
on the sands of time. He was fined two 

billion pounds, and sentenced to twenty CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED 
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Flies in S ” 
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by Anne Lederer Spacelab was a laboratory for doing for the experience. 
experiments similar in nature to those The shuttle has given NASA the 

Robert Parker doesn’t seem like the that are-done on the UW-Madison ability to fix things that brake down 
astronaut type. In fact, hissmall,5foot Campus. while in space. This means that expen- 
8 inch frame is quite unlike the stereo- Parker wrapped up histalk by point- sive investments can be protected-- 
typical image--tall, well built, and ing out how the shuttle missions were satellites can have components re- 
athletic. And when he applied for a affecting the way we used space. He placed, or be boosted into more useful 

spot in the NASA space program in noted that flights into space have be- orbits. . . 

1967, Parker had no background in come regular enough so that experi- He also mentioned that commercial 

aviation or military training. ments conducted under poor conditions use of space on board the shuttle was 
Heis, however, a bonafide astronaut, could be conducted again without the starting to make the shuttle missions 

The former assistant professor at UW- expense and long wait that was stand- _ pay for themselves, and that this was a 
Madison was a mission specialist dur- ard in the past. big step toward making journeys into 

ing the voyage of Spacelab 1, a labora- The shuttle is allowing more people space more commonplace and routine. 

tory that was transported into space access to space. For the first time Parker said that he felt that it was 
and back to earth aboard NASA’s _ Scientists, such as Parker, are flying necessary for missions into space to 
space shuttle Challenger last Decem- along. And Parker said that NASA continue to be routine if we were to 

ber. soon would select artists and poetsand accomplish new and important things 
Parker returned to his old stomping ordinary citizens to travel in space just in space. o 

grounds this spring to speak before a 
lecture hall filled with students, scien- 
tists, and other curious people. His — 
presentation included a 20-minute film 
of the mission, his first. ——————————————— H 

The spellbound audience watched as aaa e 
asphere of water wiggled and wobbled —<— 
in the weightless environment inside a 
the shuttle. _ e 

They watched as the astronauts took less aera: é pesis®, 
a short break from their work to en- P ei ig plait Winners 
gage in some free-fall acrobatics. The po Oe eee n from the CosmetolosY 
astronauts performed multiple som- eT Lear! collese® of ai Hair 
ersaults that would have been envied | ae Wes fe) al the Nati Srgwest 

by any gymnast on earth. ae ‘ place wings metologe most in 
Bob Parker said that his trip into ¥ i Hressers and — one OF Competition 

space was “a heck of a lot of fun.” But it tae Y Beauly ous halt ace 

was not without its problems. He told “apie = ; Pre United state! ing Team! 
of trying to make a sandwich--a trick ‘ i ; ‘ ene BAW Future! 
that would have taken four hands and aye li Jottcess 15 I "available campus 
gravity to accomplish. “The big prob- i go = Financl@ mation on He 
lem are the crumbs,” he said. “They ns on Ed For more 1 
just don’t settle down.” ais Ld nearest 54-0099 

Although they did have fun, they 7s. ee (608) of 
went into space to do experiments. One Pr : rd or wa collese® 
of the experiments was highlighted in Sy : ni 1B metolosy a. 
the film that Parker presented. An ’ a Cos! savale, se . 
astronaut was strapped into and spun i iy u i 1360 sin 5371 
around in, a chair quite similar to one . oo Le A Madiso™ senin HINO 
that the barber might cut your hair in. ane &. Hi ne yneconsis CON Ba: Appleton 
As hespun about, the fluid in his inner Ya 4‘ Madieodg Racine 

ear began to rotate as well, giving the A F | i F ss 
man the impression that he was no 4 : f I tion ryt rex) 
longer spinning. When the chair finally sera ria 
was stopped, the fluid continued to ear A See rar fen. een 
rotate, making the man feel as if he cces? eS 
were now spinning in the opposite Su a 

direction. Parker made the point that ey 
Twenty-three campuses and three salons in Wisconsin, 

_______ Michigan, Illinois and Tennessee. 
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‘The Robot Abstracti 
Until now, matching robots to specific industrial tasks has been 
done by trial and error, requiring the creation of expensive 
prototypes. Recent advances at the General Motors Research 
Laboratories have produced a computer system that can be used 
not only to select the right robot, but also to program it to 
perform the task in the most efficient way. 

[Robot Task | | HE DECISION to use robots The use of powerful program- 
_ to automate a manufacturing ming languages for manipulating 

« facility introduces the need for more _ robots is a major new development 
decisions. There are several dozen __in the discipline of robotics. The 

> " kinds of robots, each with different languages specify desired robot 
capabilities. Thus far, choosing the motions, but they have no way of 

ym right robot for a given set of tasks describing the robot’s environment. 
OS sr has been largely a manual process, Hence, they cannot automatically 

& Gar Eg: @ involving great expenditures of take into account physical obstacles 
4 oO time and money. By combining or anticipate collisions. With only 
™ : previously separate disciplines in robot programming languages at 

o> j a single computer system, two one’s disposal, assuring proper 
NO General Motors researchers have interaction with the environment 

made the introduction of robots to _ requires testing with actual robots 
a the factory floor a more rational, and parts. 

less costly undertaking. Solid modeling, on the other 
ee RoboTeach is the first com- hand, provides geometrically com- 

Fiawe L: Two-dimensional overhead view ofa ‘Puter system which integrates plete representations of environ- 
robot task — the svaight path vajectory of a solid. robotics, solid modeling, and sim- mental components and their spatial 
Figure 2: Three-dimensional illustration of the. lation. It was designed and devel- relations. But solid modeling can- 
robot work cell layout, showing reach capability oped by Dr. Robert Tiloveand Mary not represent processes, because 

inal nurhacwellas the intinitested’ ny Pickett, both members of the Com- it has no way of representing tem- the robot model puter Science Department. poral relations. Traditional solid 
modeling deals only with static 

i Oa relationships. While robot program- 
a : Th ming is without physical context, 

— Om, solid modeling is nothing but phys- 
A eS N ical context. Neither by itself is 

ae ; ’ra adequate. 
eg [ Nor are they satisfactory to- 

, ct pe 7 gether. Only by simulation of both 
- Es OD ft the robot and its environment can 
- P + Nae | the sequence of discrete steps in a 
_ Ge: PA Wie robot task be converted into the 
_ Fi o.lF—FeRa continuous .motion of a process. 
_ tee caw - yy Also without simulation, there is 
4 —-~ yy no way to represent accurately the _ Ss | _ 5. robotic process as it unfolds in its 
7 | Vee. a environment. 
7 | ny RoboTeach, by combining all 
a * me) 7 three disciplines, provides computer 
7 _ 3 representations of the environment, 

: : the robot, and the task. Conse- 
quently, it helps users reach high- 

i ie a Kee



level decisions about the real world off-line programming, the savings Cr | 
without the investment of time or which justified the initial robot / “4 | 

3 . : . 4 SK | 
money in actual robots, actual parts, investment may quickly vanish. —-— | | 
or the factory setting. RoboTeach distinguishes be- 4 e ~ 

One key RoboTeach abstrac- tween two kinds of off-line pro- <3 = 
tion is a mathematical robot model. gramming: at the task level (what THE 4 j t é ‘ 
Solid modeling techniquesrepresent — to do) and at the robot level (how 1 4 al C7 a» 
the geometric form of each link of to do it). For example, in the crea- PEOPLE S WV? i 
the robot. Then constraints are im- _ tion of amechanical assembly, task- BEHIND \ ies a 
posed on the relative positions of level instructions would include THE XY \e F 4 
mating links to produce a mathe- what components to assemble, the WORK : 1 YY é 
matical abstraction of amechanical alignment of the components for Se 
joint. By insisting that the joint the assembly process, and criteria Dr. Robert Tilove and Mary Pickett 
constraints always be satisfied, for verifying that the final assembly —_ are Staff Research Scientists in the 
RoboTeach insures that the abstract __is correct. Typically, there isaone- Computer Science Department 
robot model corresponds to a_ to-many relationship between task- at the General Motors Research 
physically realizable geometric level instructions and robot-level Laboratories. 
configuration. instructions. Mary Pickett received her 

“RoboTeach is currently in B.S. in mathematics from Iowa 
use?’ says Robert Tilove, “to study State University and her Master’s 

(pee representational facil- robot reach capabilities and to sim- in computer science from Purdue 
ities in RoboTeach handle ulate simple robot-level tasks” University. She was a member of 

robot task definitions. The repre- “Future research) adds Mary the team that developed GMSOLID, 
sentation of any task canbe matched __ Pickett, “will explore the possibility an interactive geometric modeling 
with the representation of any robot. of using RoboTeach to approach system. Her research at GM has 
In this way, RoboTeach helps users problems from the more abstract also included the design of real- 
to determine the optimal robot for __ task level, with the user defining time programming languages. She 
the task. Once a robot has been _ the task at a high level and Robo- joined GM in 1971. 
selected, RoboTeach can be used Teach filling in the details’ Robert Tilove received his 
to program the robot off-line. —_________—_—_——— __ undergraduate and graduate de- 

Not only are robots prolifer- grees in electrical engineering from 
ating, but the tasks assigned to the University of Rochester. His 
them are becoming more complex, General Motors Ph.D. thesis concerned the design 
making the need for off-line pro- and analysis of geometric algorithms 
gramming more urgent. When there | for solid modeling. His current 
are only a half dozen robots in a GM | research interests also include the 
factory, the prospect of reprogram- application of geometric modeling 
ming them all by conventional Es to computer vision and robot con- 
show-and-teach methods for every : trol. He joined GM in 1981. 
new task is not overwhelming. But " 
when there are hundreds of robots, 
the value of being able to reprogram 
without interaction with each robot 
becomes more apparent. Without 
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The Technological Society 
r seas Although it appears that man is still 

by Hassan Syed F re A choosing when a technique is dis- 
0 ( 7 carded, this action is taken only after it 

Allof us are well aware of the world No 7 & 1s determined that, from a different 

technique. As engineers we spend a No we %. * point of view, the method in question s 
fairly large part of our time learning - . % less efficient. A good example is the 
rr Ani sae Sgt : ; ; THE » decision to abandon certain methods of 
such techniques as solving differential TECHNOLOGICAL 2 duction i jer. to: obtai 
equations and electrical circuits, or of SOCIETY , mass pro tant pr a iyi an 
finding “optimum” solutions and mak- JACQUES ELLUL more cons ant PROP UnEWN ys 
ing optimal decisions. But, techniques é wh vane It is always the improvement of the 
are not restricted to the educational os method that determine the human 
sphere of our lives. There are tech- v@ nee ‘ choice. This non-stop process of self 
niques to win elections and there are w [Sate | improvement goes on augmenting the 
techniques to win wars. In fact, one can '} mie « / technical environment. According to 
walk intoa bookstore and find bookson y ne ¢ Ellul, techniques have arrived at such 
techniques ranging from making love ~~ ey ia) a point in their evolution that they are 
to formulas for success in the business ‘ - e progressing’ almost without interven- 
world, but have we ever stopped to soe oa tion by men. Every new technical form 
think that our obsession with finding ete EO. a4 names possible new forms and condi- 

. . ow | Techniques have arrived at 
Every time techniques are | a) bs such a point in their evolution 
used facts, forces, and phe- as that they are progressing al- 
nomena are reduced to the photo by Scott knox MOst without intervention by 
logical scheme. " men. 

niques are applied, a rational process 
———————————— ~=—s is present, This rationality forces the —— SSS 

mechanic to restricteverythingthatis | tions inanumber of others. For exam- 
the “one best way in the world” has spontaneous or irrational. Systemati- ple, NASA flights into space have 
gotten to be point where these tech- zation, division of labor, creation of generated various new “spin off” tech- 
niques are viewed as ends in them- _ standards and production norms are nologies applicable in all facets of life. 

selves. allexamples of such rational processes. | In the same way, once a technical 
Jacques Ellul in his book “The Unfortunately, this process does not procedure has been discovered, it is 

Technological Society” discusses how allow spontaneity and personal crea- applicable in many fields other than 
technique permeates virtually every tivity. Also, the rational processes the one it was primarily invented for. 

aspect of today’s society. He describes found in techniques reduce everything The techniques of operations research, 

technique as “the totality of methods to its logical dimension alone. Every for example, were devised to help 
rationally arrived at and having abso- time techniques are used facts, forces, make certain military decisions. But it 

lute efficiency.” According to Ellul, phenomena and instruments are re- was immediately realized that they 
there are two essential characteristics duced to the logical scheme. Thus, could be applied wherever any deci- 
of today’s technical phenomenon: ra- human fancy and creativity is replaced sion had to be made. 

tionality and artificiality. by an automatic process governed only The wide applicability of technique 
According to Ellul, the world that is by logic. brings technical progress according to 

being created by the accumulation of This self-directing automatic pro- a geometric progression. Techniques 

technical means is an artificial world. cess is another characteristic of today’s are combined with one another, and 
The artificiality of technique destroys, technical phenomena. Technique, by the more techniques there are to be 
eliminates, or subordinates what is. its very nature, selects among the combined, the more combinations are 

The technical environment absorbs the means to be employed. Human beings __ possible. Thus, by simple combination 
the native in the same way that hydro- cease to be an agent of technical pro- of new data, discoveries are made con- 
electric installations take water and gress. He or she merely becomes a stantly; and whole fields are opened up 

lead it into conduits. device for recording effects and results because of the meeting of several ideas. 

Today, whenever or wherever tech- obtained through various techniques. (continued on page 11) 
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he takes on a regular basis (“prescrip- 

tion” the housefellow explains). The 

housefellow is always there to keep 
things under control and to pound on 

your door at 3:30 a.m. to make sure you 

haven't slept through the third false 

fire alarm that cold January morning. 

Rob wonders where his roommate is. 
Cheek in time was at 1:00 and he still 

_— hasn’t arrived. The housefellow ex- 
plains that that’s because overseas 

6@ flights are sometimes delayed. 

The fun of meeting people (and des- 

perately trying to remember their 
names for more than a minute) begins 

the first afternoon at the mandatory 

house meeting. It’s hard to imagine 

a. « that by the end of the year the fifty 
Sg > oo? some faces will be all too familiar. The 

=> people on the floor seem to eventually 
5 — O fit into special eroups. Hob myseks Tite 

geen So se peanar for atlendlne GOILREE » s a g college 

“ > \ seems to be to find as many occasions 

—> ———————/ as possible to remove his shirt and flex 

a his stuff. Then there’s the religious 
. fanatic whose ears pop up in math 
Graptve by. lie Dien class every time he hears the word 

by Richard Tobias hundreds of others anxious to unload = “conversion”. Rob never knew that 
their cargo at the limited number of around-the-clock card playing and TV 
“loading docks”. After riding around watching could be such a rewarding 

Rob was a typical guy. Sure, he’d the block six or seven times, a parking academic past time. The University 
heard of all the advantages of going to place becomes available and the car is 
school and living at home. Low cost, swarmed by creatures in red t-shirts 
family there when you need them, and bearing the words U-Who on their i 
let’s not forget the dog waiting at the backs. (I think that that’s Y-O-U Who While he had been in another 
door with his tail wagging every day in standard English, but don’t forget, room, a bunch of guys moved 

when Rob returned from a hard day at Rob has entered the Dorm Zone and all of Paul’s belongings into 

school. But Rob wanted more. So, off college-level brilliance lurks every- h h 
went the applications to U.W. Madi- —_ where.) These U-Who people gracious- the bathroom. He spent the 
son. What Rob didn’t know wasthathe __ ly offer to carry a box or two upstairs. night perched over three 
was about to enter a fifth dimension Rob accepts their offer, but takes the toilet stalls. 

beyond that which is known to man. A box carrying the Rush tapes himself. 
place untouched by time, space, or san- It’s time to meet the manager of 
ity. He was about to enter... The — Rob’s floor, the house fellow. And what 
Dorm Zone. an intelligent fellow he seems to be! He awards a 1.3 grade point average to 

Possessions were carefully packed knows everything there is to know those who partake. And then there is 
three weeks inadvance. Hedidn’twant about the dorms—how to get meal the hall dise jockey. He’s kind enough 
to forget anything. Beer mugs, Ha- tickets, laundry tickets, and how to to create a sense of floor unity by daily 
waiian party shirt, dart gun and hand out medical and other informa- letting the whole floor simultaneously 
“heavy metal” tapes were all thought- tion cards that Rob must fill out and experience 100 watts of Iron Maiden. 
fully thrown intoa box and packedinto hand in that evening. It sure is nice to Just the opposite of Mr. D.J. are the 
the family station wagon. When the find someone so interested in whether “Mysterious Ones”. These are the peo- 

car approached the Zone, it joined Rob wears contact lenses or what drugs ple that live next to you all year, but 
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whose names you never learn. Some- 
times you see them in the hallway, but 

they don’t seem to be able to speak. It qT 
takes a while before someone on the 

floor testifies that they do, in fact, 

speak English. Lb 

The Zone creates events that could 0 @ 
take place nowhere else. One of the { 
more unusual Zone occurences involves a . 

one of the rooms in the darkest corners ; 

away from the housefellow. Rob en- v 

counters it while attempting to get b V \ 

help on a chemistry problem one day. )' 
He enters the room and blinks his eyes. 

Why is there a man outside the eighth g 

floor cleaning windows at 9:00 at e, 

night? Oh, that’s just Jack out on the d Sy 
window ledge getting some fresh air. | ‘ fw < 

Out on the window ledge?! Oh, he’s y) aa Be 

safe. He and his roommate do it all the ce d ios ap 
time. ANG mer Y 
Then there’s the time Paul returned gly, Ca *w'/@r= 

to his room only to find that it was no oe y( : 

longer there. At least the furniture Graphic by Alicia Diehl 
wasn't. While he had been in another 
room, a bunch of guys moved allofhis still a bit of grafitti on a stall wall say- After a day’s worth of moving, one 

belongings into the bathroom. Paul ing, “Paul’s room was here”. To visitors can sure develop an appetite. Rob and 
spent that night sleeping in his bed, of the Dorm Zone, the phrase must be his new friends go and pick up their 

perched over three toilet stalls. There’s perplexing. special Dorm Zone money - the meal 
ticket. These tickets are the lifeline for 

— "the Madison student. Even after all 
 — oo other resources are spent on beer, 

nnn ae le records, and other necessities, there is 
7 ae << es always a ticket to buy food with. Well, 

SS / ; ~~ almost always. There is a way Zone 
J e a8 ve: ee money can be converted to U.S. cur- 
a | — a » (__ ~ “pe rency. That’s by way of the “Wall 

7 i. a . .,* Street” bulletin board. Students quick- 
; 2 7 5 a | ao. lg ly learn all about supply and demand 

. “y i j ,.. and when to sell and buy at the best 

’ “i A= Apparently, Sara Lee, and her ’ a : thaw-and-serve collection are 
4 a Be a part of the fine UW cooking 

’ . staff. 

4 —_—_—_s 
. sz rates. Bargains can be found. After all, 

7 wi de if it’s Friday night and you're short of 
a E beer money, what choice do you have 

: ae ” — but to make a quick sell? 
ia *t After picking up tickets it is off to 

Photo by Scott Pau) ‘the cafeteria to have the first taste of 
; the food they are going to have the 

When the meal tickets run out dorm residents are sometimes reduced to cooking pleasure of eating all semester. The 
for themselves. These are the results of one such students culinary experiment. Dorm Zone food looks and sounds like 
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it comes from another time and place. | Chicken Breast doesn’t look that bad — (continued _ page 8) 
The first entre is Taco Chicken Breast. after all. After choosing a dessert, bev- The techniques of propoganda, for ex- 
It looks... unique, but something a erage and other assorted foods, Rob ample, comes into being when the 

little more familiar would be nice. and his friends check out. Rob’s total material technique of communication, 

What’s this? Badger Italian-style Dish, | comes to $5.90. Hmm, thatseemslikea psychological techniques, commercial 
a delicious blend of government sur- _ lot, but he’s not using real money any- techniques and techniques of author- 

plus macaroni and tomato-colored way... The main course isn’t bad, and itarian government are combined. 

sauce. Well, there is one more entre. _as soon as his cheesecake thaws out, he Sports have remained no exception 
Vegetarian Lasagna. Maybe Taco heartily finishes that off, too. Appar- _ to technological encroachment. Now- 

ped aur ee (and her pee adays, watching professional sports 
serve collection) is a member of the Z rives the feeling the ay- - fine U.W. cooking staff. hardly gives the feeling that the play: 

Pay eos a mie Later that evening the guys take off 
a kas SS ne cl to explore another dimension in the life 

{ SS stat aaa é f a of the Madison student, the Madison 
/ 4 aS nightlife. After bar time, they head d hi f 

Rs . - por ck Fm back and go tosleep so that they will be Nowa ays, watching _protes- 
ae Vio ewneet pa eee ee = ase te oe sional sports hardly gives the 
oe ed ies. Ro rifts asleep to the happy i rs 
i __ | mace Vonee Bi. is sounds of people outside yelling “I am feeling Bat ee eos whee 

| mT. eer / so drunk”, “Ogg sucks”, and other joying . ° ith 
wi — he La Fe t_| unprintable phrases. overwhelming concern wit 

pa eC — Rob, a typical newcomer to dorm strategy and technique takes 
life, finds his first day interesting if not over the spontaneity and 

the acerca : creativity. 

OTRAS RAVAN of pees 
BOOK STORE ot ¥ . fe. Pp ers are actually enjoying themselves. 

oo be, ey 4 L | | The overwhelming concern with stra- 
: a i mE i map & tegy and technique takes over the 

to - eT Le { spontaneity and creativity. 

. ; . : a & a4 tl » Newsweek magazine recently re- 

Madison's Favorite 7. ) = 9 = S| FS J : ported on an imaging technique to be 
> ite - i el Cie. used by ABC during its coverage of the 

Book Store i. } ; i) =n Olympic games. This technique uses 

711 STATE STREET | i " we ie Hod the space between a sportscaster’s 

On the State Street Mall _ toy shoulder and the top of the screen for 
L oe 6 surrealistic imagery. Such artificial 

957-3784 Fa . visual saturations give the viewer no 
time to absorb or reflect upon the 

Open Monday through Saturday competition just presented. Newsweek 

9:00 a.m. - 5:30 p.m < noted that “when the television cover- 
Sumaier 4 Ss age becomes the event, and the event 

Monday through Saturday merely a prop, the essence of any sport 

9:00 a m. - 5:00 p.m. Photo by Scott Paul a ti m delivery. . 
H1lul’s book does not give any solu- 

In the HILLDALE MALL i pean change from home life. Rob tions to the problems created by tech- 
058.8455 ae een experience a place un- niques. But, the book is incisive enough 

© General Books @ Magazines fifth i by Suite pPace or Santly a. to provoke though on many technolog- 
8 Banta Boake Anes pH dimension known as The Dorm ical concepts that are unchallenged, 

age i Zone. What Rob has yet to realize is and yet accepted, in today’s society. 
OPEN WONDAY. FRIDAY 9:90 6 18:00;p.m that not only has he entered this The book makes the reader aware of 

SUNDAY Noon til 5 p.m strange new world, but it will be two the true nature of the technological 
semesters until he can make his _ society. In Ellul's words, “It is a call to 

escape. Othe sleeper to awake.” ao 
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Forty Ways to Fight 
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Explore some nifty boredom beaters that will brighten your 
summer. 

by Scott Paul 6. Dig for small change underneath a 
As you may be all too painfully cushions in all the furniture in the 

aware, summer vacations can become house. 
dull and lifeless after you’ve played 7. Count all your small change. 
those same summer games so many 8. Write a letter to Olivia Newton- 

times that it hurts to even think about John to ask her out for a date. 
them anymore. You may become so fi 9. 2 badger impressions for your 

bored that even thoughts of school PLETE: 
don’t give you the heebie jeebies. What _, 10. Talk to some old people about 
you need are some new and creative the weather and crops. i 
ideas for fun things to do to beat those 11. Count all the corners in your 
summertime blues. After doing a lot of HONE an ataholy verona 
painstaking research, I have been able : : 2 
to compile this list of first class bore- 13. Go into a department store and ou. A 
dom beaters. pretend to steal something. To do this S) 

you have to look about sneakily, then 
pretend to put some small item in your (~~ 
pocket. The object is to see if you can 

ly get the attention of the store security 
/y people. 0 

14. Invent a bizarre fad. S a 
yy 15. Ask questions of your parents 

i pertaining to their health and general Graphic by Alicia Diehl 

\ [/ wellate: 30. Hide under a box, then kick the 
16. Tell a joke to your feet. box about six feet into the air when 
17. Tell your parents that you want anyone walks nearby. 

~ them to talk to you about sex. 81. Invite your friends to take the 
18. See just how long you can hold “taste test challenge” between Pepsi 

your breath. . and Coke. Just for fun, mix half a cup 
19. Make alist of allthe things that of vinegar into one of the glasses. 

you could do if you were invisible. 82. Fix up your brother or sister for 
20. See how much confusion youcan —_ a blind date with a really weird person. 

cause by playing with your house's cir- 33. Take all your small change to 
cuit breakers. the bank to have it counted and 

Graphic by Alicia Diehl 21. Go to a popular local restaurant changed. 

1. Spray paint your mother. ance practice ——o7 ay Gehug a.small foreleniear: 
ie mo to your favorite record 22. Wear a stocking cap. og woe your hand. 

‘ Rea and put then ve pales ofeweatsncks 87. Go for a bike ride. Pretend bat 
really weird item, such as Broecoli 24 Road a novel by John Steinbeck-- all the cars that Bass ‘vou. are alien 

Helper, into somebody else’s cart. You just kidding space ships and its your mission to use 
can spy on this poor soul and obs 25. Borrow a ghetto blaster, then go the laser blasters on your brake levers 

his reaction as he goes thr h the disco jaywalki wih 3 friend oe voidestroy them. 
checkout line. : : one . 26 By e all of ae sere RNG oe: Trvatarte every body sy Walle th: 

4. Order a pizza and eat it--then i. vous 39. Chuga whole bunch of anything. 
: oe able pre- green, 40. Spray paint some cardboard 

tend that the pizza box is still full and 27. Visit an old folks home dressed tubes red so that they look like dyna- 

ca Aen Samant ee SR" Ct atoppingmallandapyon Tue tape them wo your chest nd 
pizza and stepping on it. pping your someone anyone, for at Teast an hour, Walk into a crowded public place; The 

5. Gothrough yoursockdrawerand _ See if he or she becomes paranoid "  (eiieat (5 enhemien when ou Weae 4 
organize all your socks into pairs and 29. Tell your mother that you believe teirorist svle hesdband snd look 
roll them into neat little balls. tivae-vau ba . taaire Ha. Degia uel q s. you have scurvy. 
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by Mitch Hawker ay ews 
: . — woysTED STATES PATENT omen 

The patent can be a valuable tool £ a ‘ “ ee ? 
when used properly and is certainly 3 ‘a wee a J 
worth looking into if you think that you : Q . | hart enters / 

have an original idea. “If the invention : in ig | eres - ESS 

would have long term market value / LS . een. eee 
and the person is serious about mar- a Beriee 2 eS. 

keting it, then a patent could be a good : : Apt Besa es ove, ne 
investment,” says Jean Gilbertson, UW i a Nee ee SEES oe 

patent librarian. ee. fees Se sees La 
The Kurt F. Wendt Engineering | <a Ae ee ES. ae 

Library has been collecting patents : : aN. ia Bae Sees le 
since the 1800’s. It has been an official oo ee <8 ee ao 1 SSeS aa | 

patent depository since 1977 and is one oe 2 fe eee el aoe eee ey 

of two in Wisconsin (the other is in the ee De Bape Taye Sesceetees. oh ‘ ks 
Milwaukee public library). There are Ae oo Pagel Gace oe De es eae] 
currently fifty-two such depositories nae i Chih Qete cea te ebm eae” Be| 
in the U.S., although that number is ; Som eae ee = 
increasing rapidly in an effort by the a oo 
Patent Office to make them more acces- Photo by Scott Knox 

sible to all. The Wendt Library stores Millions of diagrams of interesting inventions, such as this one, can be explored in 
full text copies of patents numbered the UW's patent library. Can you determine what this invention is for? 
from one to over four million aswellas 4; , d. Over 70,000 patents ; 
copies of some patents issued before eing accepted. Over 70, patemis, Trademarks . 
the Patent Office started usingthecur- T@nging In length from two pages to Washington, D.C. 20231 
rent numbering system in 1836. Many three hundred pages, are now granted Or, better yet, visit the Kurt F. 
people use the library to conduct pre- | the United State each year. . Wendt Engineering Library and check 
liminary patent searches before mak- Ifyouare interested in more specific out one of their many books on the sub- 
ing application to the patent office. information concerning the patent ap- ject. Patent Librarian Jean Gilbertson 

To apply for a patent you must be the plication procedure, current legisla- is on duty Monday thru Friday 8:00 

inventor or a legal representative of tion, pertinent fees, and further con- —_ -4:30 (room 313) and would be happy to 
the inventor ifhe is insaneor deceased, tacts, write to: answer any questions you might have. 

The application consists of a formal Commissioner of Patents and 0 
written request that your invention be 

patented, the specifications and claims 
you wish to make, as many technical Eta Kappa N u News 
drawings of the item as would be help- 

believe yourself to be the Signal in Eta Kapa Nu is the national electri. Heller, Soegiarto Hendrie, Patric L. 
dentar, ave.theapplication fee (usually cal engineering honor society here at Jansen, Chew K. Kia, Todd Kinney, 

$300). A patent attorney is often help- the University of Wisconsin-Madison. Susan C. Kromenaker, David Lieber- 

ful in this process because of his know- Eta Kapa Nu participates in a variety man, Soek K. Lim, Renda c. Liono, ledge of the pertinent laws and exam- of activities in the college of engineer- Beth L. McMahon, Jean M. Michalak, 
vat vocedures 8 ing, and this year has sponsored a Diana M. Peplinski, Thomas E. Peter- 
in otore Pantine Vou! # Watent, the tutorial program, an informational sen, Gregg S. Schilawski, Khay-Tien 
examiner(s) must determine that you open house, a graduate school talk, and Sia, Mary Silverling, King-Fai So, 

are indeed the original inventor, that aplant trip to AC- Delcoin Milwaukee. Ruth L. Starr, Johannes Sujendro, your invention is “non-obvious” to Weare pleased to announce that the Andres R. Takach, Edward Sher-Ling 
someone knowledgeable in the field following people have been inducted Wang, Chiu Tan Yu. a : 

and find that your invention is in some into the Society. this year: Manfred R. We will be meeting periodically a 
way useful. Oh... by the way, there is Arndt, Michael Dorchardt, Richard _ the lobby of the Engineering building 

also an issuance fee of a few hundred W. Bunce, Dena E.Carpenter, Shirley again in the fall. These meetings are 

dollars: a ie ae eee ea ar eis Oe ee via pairs ~ ae 
: . ys . . Cordes, Paul Fuchs, Poon T. Fung, _ letin boards. If you would like to be- 

ene ee hae Matt Geurink, Sue A. Guzman, Rick come involved with Eta Kappa Nu, 
50-60% of patents applied for finally Hakes, Peter 0. Heidmann, Dennis J. please come to one of our meetings. 0 
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These are revolutionary This transformation of 
Conver t the changes that can result in manufacturing from the past 

e e better-made products, manu- __ to the future creates a need 
production line factured of new materials at for new kinds of engineers to 

o e lower cost. design and operate factories 
into a frontier GE is deeply involved in of the silicon age. They have 

bringing manufacturing into to be as familiar with the reali- 
f oat the silicon age. In one plant, ties of the assembly line as 

O cn eativity. electronics and computer sys- _ with the protocols of software 
A “= ensenable us toreduce pro- communications. 

duction time of a locomotive's They will synchronize 
diesel engine frame from 16 dozens of real-time systems 

The cast-iron technology of — days to 16 hours. At our dish- _—_ whose slightest move affects 
the factory will soon be silicon washer production plant, a the performance of every 
technology. master computer monitors a other system. The frontiers of 

Chips and computers trans- distributed system of pro- manufacturing technology 
fer design information directly grammable controls, robots, have been thrust outward. Old 
to the factory floor. Other automated conveyors, ideas have been questioned, 
chips make possible flexible assembly equipment and new ones probed. Some ideas 
robotics, programmable con- quality control stations. are now on production lines. 
trollers for machine tools, auto- We're working on robots Others are still flickers of light 
mated test systems and digital that can see, assembly sys- in an imagination. 
inspection cameras. Local tems that hear, and machin- All offer opportunities for 
area networks tie together all ery that can adapt to changes _ you to seek, to grow, and to 
these systems. and perhaps even repair itself. | accomplish. 
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Ifyou can dream it, 
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youcan doit. 
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